The School of Data Science at UVA

Founded in 2019, the School of Data Science at the University of Virginia is the first of its kind in the nation. We are already breaking new ground in this flourishing field that intersects all aspects of society—from epidemiology and health care, to economics and public policy, and beyond.

A "school without walls," the School of Data Science can virtually bring together expertise from around the globe and from an array of disciplines.

+ THE SCHOOL OF DATA SCIENCE

Working in partnership with the Wikipedia community, the school is uniquely positioned to build scalable partnerships that deliver impact in nearly any subject and in every language, providing limitless opportunities and possibilities.

Creating and translating content in Wikipedia has the power to advance global issues like health, climate change, migration, agriculture, labor, and education. Wikipedia is a high-impact, low-cost communication tool with global reach—as the most popular general information source on nearly every topic, it attracts 18 billion page views and 500 million unique visitors each month.

The School of Data Science has expertise in Wikipedia, Linked Open Data, language translation, and numerous subject areas, making it an ideal partner for generating new content.
WIKIPEDIA CONTENT TRANSLATION

UVA and Wikipedia have developed a model where experts can create and manage communication campaigns that produce new content and metrics to illustrate reach. Content is drafted, translated, refined, and finalized as structured data, so that it can be queried, analyzed, and shared. This model sets precedents in free and open publishing, while ensuring content is shareable and useable.

Case Study: Translating Health Information into Indian Languages

An ongoing project is to translate health-related Wikipedia articles into the many languages of India, where millions have access to the Internet yet lack access to basic health information in their native language. The Wikipedia community is working with stakeholder communities in India, medical content developers, university collaborators, and translators to create and translate content into at least ten Indian languages.

The project provides basic—yet potentially lifesaving—information on subjects like medical conditions, therapies, immunizations, child and maternal health, and more. Collaborators can measure and report reach with native metrics tools and processes on the Wikipedia platform.

PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

UVA serves as a strong third-party partner between public and private institutions and the Wikipedia community. We bring a model of proven workflows, project management, ethical oversight, and quality assurance. With expertise in a plethora of fields, as well as the global impact of Wikipedia, the opportunities for partnership with the School of Data Science are endless. Contact us for more information on how we can collaborate.
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